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Abstract. Favorable planed management is the base of software project succeed. In this piece aim at the present situation of software project management, comprehensive use the thought of software engineering and project management, explore process and method of project schedule planning control. On the base of analysis software project schedule planning control difficulties, research based on PSP method. PSP follow adjustment, practice, measurement, comparison result and readjustment such a circulation and the continuous improvement of process, it is a process step by step for a long time. This paper studies the successful application of content; it can change insufficient plan in software project management process, the phenomenon of control adverse, improve comprehensive management ability and competitive power of project, creating Value for software company, improve high quality service for user.

Introduction

Favorable planed management is the base of software projects succeed. But in actual implementation process, due to software project itself characteristics and some indeterminism factor, make the project progress can not proceed according to plan completely. For making sure project achieve the success, must proceed tracking control to the implementation of project scheduled planning [1].

Project schedule planning control is directing in implementation process after formulated project scheduled plan, proceed checking, contrasting, analysis and adjusting for the condition of process, like actual schedule conform to design schedule, it indicate the condition of project finished in good condition, the schedule planning total goal realization has guarantee; if find actual schedule deviate from the design schedule, should analysis the reason of produce deviation and the effect of follow-up work project schedule plan total goal, find out the way to solve this problem and the measure which avoid schedule total goal affected, and on the basis of these methods and measures, proceed modifying to the original schedule plan, make it tally with the actual situation and make sure the original schedule plan can come true. And then proceed new checking, contrasting, analysis and adjusting again, until project final finished, thus make sure the schedule plan total goal realization, even can make the project completed ahead, in does not affect the premise of project complete quality and increase the project cost [2].

See from the project implementation results, can at a predetermined time, reach the expected work target. We can say the project get effective schedule plan control. See from the software project implementation process, effective schedule planning control should have the following characteristics: Project manager can real time control the project actual progress status, can foresee find and solve the problem of affect project progress in project implementation, can take effective method to control the element of affect project progress, project at a predetermined time to finish. For implement effective schedule control, manage need to understand the characteristics of software project and process and method of schedule planning control.

Difficulties of Control

Formulate the process of project schedule planning also called project planning, early in the project
start-up phase, the project goals, scope and so on also is not very clear, but the project has already started, the project team has already started, already begin to make the work plan of project team. Now the plan formulation have prodigious "predict" element, amount to "plan". When project enter into essence on stage, mean contract signing, after completion of the demand analysis, project plan will be a very specific and strict examination task plan. By now it is not plot but plan. The difficulties of software project schedule planning mainly embodied in the following respects [3]:

1. The uncertainty of the software project. When project planning, to the greatest extent to let the project team members estimate their period, make team members play an active part in the project, and as technology is developing very fast, developers often only to a few specific module part of the work have gained some understanding. But project manager also is not completely passive, can through accumulation project management data; promote the development process capability maturity improvement, in order to help developer for more and more accurate estimate of the project.

2. Elusive and disperse of content of a project. The software project contents usually less specific than other projects, harder to concentrate collect. So, plan is asked for the form of combine text and graphics document appear. To schedule, resources decomposition, duties decomposition and goal decomposition etc, through project management software proceed planning and management, don’t disperse in several parts of the document, like that very against synchronous modify. Project plan need to be designed the file of “checked”, it asks for task division need specific to product. For example test, do not simply decompose to testing preparation, test execution, but decompose to test environment building, test scheme compilation, test execution, test report is good.

3. It can’t deal with the relationship between plan and change. We can’t fix the plan in plan implementation process; proceed the periodically maintenance for plan in practical operation. Develop schedule planning is affected by many aspects, such as the affect of linked plan, actual schedule changes, resource change, project target change etc. With the requirement gradually clear it will cause the plan refinement, if maintenance development plans not in time, development plan and actual deviation will be bigger and bigger, finally become worthless. When changing plan, should keep old version, we need read information of old version in summary stage, so that evaluate the history of project process change.

4. Not cultivate habit of work as planned. In real work, carry out project plan often encounter all kinds of difficulties. Many people think plan is a kind of restrain, anyhow work forward harder, and we no need for tie hands and feet by ourselves; Another condition is not according to plan work habits, project started before long, plan is put at the side completely; Still have a kind of situation is that source can't guarantee, sometimes equipment not ready, person is often transfer to take part in unplanned work, it’s too late to change plan everyday, had to give up the plan.

**PSP Cost Control**

There are a lot of schedule plan control methods, in this paper research earned value management and PSP tow methods. Earned Value Management (EVM), is using with scheduled plan, cost budgeting, actual cost three associated independence variable, and it is a kind of method of proceeding project performance management and cost control [8]. It compares Plan workload, accomplishment of WBS (earn) and actual cost spend, Measure and calculate cost and schedule whether fit the original plan, then the cost control method. In this paper, study the method of PSP cost control.

Personal Software Process (PSP) is developed leader by S.Humphre in Carnegie Mellon University-the United States Software Engineering Institute (CMU/SEI), first published in 1995. PSP is a kind of self-improvement process which can be available to control, manage, and improve individuals work way, is a structured framework include software development form, guide and regulations, will statistical process control into software engineering, supply foundation for ration software engineering.

Project planning management is the base on project implementation. But at present business
exist in the following problems on Plan Development, track and monitoring: Plan Development no reasonable reason, only depend on experience and implementation of program is very bad after production test phase, and track visualization effect range. In view of these situations, implement PSP in business and on the base of combining software project management, will the thought of personal planning management apply to project planning management, put forward project planning manage method based on PSP, this method based on process of project plan, the plan development based on historical data, and tracking principle based on working unit, solved the problem general exist in planning management.

PSP follow adjustment, practice, measurement, comparison result and readjustment such a circulation and the continuous improvement of process, it is a process step by step for a long time. For realizing this process, it provides a whole set of method coordinate with it in PSP framework, uses to help software developer finish their works, and mainly includes: project estimation, formulation and tracking of project plan, measurement and improvement of product quality etc.

PSP framework similar to CMM, divide improve process into four levels: individual baseline process, individual planning process, individual quality management and individual cycle process, through PSP software engineer accumulated rich experience on workload estimation, plan development, tracking and monitoring etc, laid the foundation for follow-up implementation process.

The planning management method based on PSP, it asks for each developer fill in work log everyday, talking about Graphs and Trends every week. Software development team ordinary according to project cycle, weekly meets a project meeting, in order to tracking and monitoring of project scheduled condition. Suppose a project team has a project manager, several development teams under the team, tracking and monitoring process of typical project plan as shown in Fig. 1 shows [11].

For how to fill the work log in the figure, main fill in the work load which have been finished in the same day, talking about Graphs and Trends every weekend, key fill out the unfinished work, we can finish the collection and clear up of data through tools.

Practice and theory make clear that use unfinished workload to calculate plan completion rate based on work unit is more accuracy than based on has finished workload. Calculate unfinished workload, may be due to the content of think omit or can also refinement when draw up a plan, all can take into account at this time, along with all the others as the unfinished work statistics, and update team development plan.

**Conclusion**

At present, we usually use three method to plan and control the software project at home and abroad [12]: One is the manager rely on the successful experience to formulate scheduled plan and control
implementation process; The second is that follow relevant standards and guidelines, like SPMP of IEEE (Standard for Software Project Management Plans) and CMM/PSP/TSP software process improvement system of Carnegie Mellon University-the United States Software Engineering Institute; the third is that use support Tools, like Microsoft Project 2002, Primavera Project Planner and All Fusion Process Management Suite etc. From the research situation at home and abroad to look, focus of concern mainly focuses on the aspect of the standard and tools of software project planning control, lack of system research on the specific methods and process in the plan control process.

This paper from the reality of software project management, explore process and method of software project scheduled plan management, be aimed at changing the lack in project management process, the phenomenon of control poor, to improve the comprehensive management ability and competitive power of project, to create value for software business, to offer satisfactory service for user.
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